Spellman High Voltage:
Where you power a better future…for yourself and the world
Partner With
Industry Experts

Create
Genuine Impact

•Spellman is a rapidly growing global leader
in the design and manufacturing of high
voltage power supplies and X-Ray sources

•Make a difference with the Spellman Purpose –
we create innovative solutions that power
advances in health, safety and quality of life

•Do you enjoy learning and innovation?
Come partner with Spellman teams to
optimize products, processes and enhance
your career

•Medical: applications in emergency medicine,
cancer treatment, routine screening, surgical and
all methods of diagnostic and interventional
radiography (medical implants can now be based
on individual human dimensions because of us!)

•We partner with our customers to provide
unique solutions that power a broad range
of industries including medical diagnostic
imaging, scientific research equipment,
airline security systems, food safety,
semiconductor manufacturing, and
underwater communication cables

•Semiconductor Processes: chips and displays are
essential for building everything that contains
electronics in our lives today such as mobile
phones and communication networks

•Our global footprint, agile processes, and
robust infrastructure allow us to respond
quickly and effectively to opportunities and
disruptive events providing assuredness of
supply to our customers and helping them
grow

•Undersea Power: critical infrastructure to keep
the world connected and coordinated with data,
video and voice (able to send pictures over your
phone!)
•Analytical Instruments: provide information on
proteins, drug research and formulation, immune
response and all kinds of research
•Airport and Border Security: critical
infrastructure items at our global airports and
borders helping to deter terrorist threats and
keeping the world’s freight moving

Join A Socially Responsible
Global Community
•Friendly working environment with a culture that
values work-life balance, engagement and
passion, along with a sharp focus on diversity,
equity & inclusion
•Enjoy robust benefits such as health, well being,
pension, profit sharing, training & development
and much more
•The best of both worlds: enjoy all the advantages
of a global company, with a “small office” feel; get
to know your colleagues, participate in interesting
work & have an impact
•Belong to a private, family-owned company that
is dedicated to long-term growth, not short-term
gain

•Voted one of Newsday’s “Top Places to Work” on
Long Island three consecutive years
•Employees enjoy careers that span decades, and
have your voice heard via Rewards & Recognition
programs
•Environmentally conscious and socially
responsible organization, including sponsoring the
annual global High School Clean Tech Competition,
Green Power Car initiative, the Nueva Vida Shelter
Project, and participating in food/coat/toy drives
and many other charitable events

